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Wolfs

By Tom Tabačík
About Wolf

• The wolves live in Slovakia.
• The colour of the wolf varies: it can be gray, white, black, red, brown, etc. At birth, pups usually have darker fur and blue eyes.
• They live in groups. There are between six and eight wolves in the group.
• The highest in the clamp is the so-called Alpha pair, which consists of a male and a female, usually the creators of the entire clamp.
The beaver is the biggest European rodent. It lives in Slovakia, too. In Slovakia the beaver is protected by law. The beaver is brown and black. Its body shape is clumsy with short legs. It has got long orange teeth. The beaver lives in groups. There are 4 – 5 beavers in the group. Beaver couples stay together for whole life. Beavers build their homes near the rivers or lakes. Beavers mostly eat bark.
Chamois

By Bruno Rapušák
“Kamzík”
Chamois

• Chamois lives in the High Tatras. It is a mammal. It has got yellowish-brown fur with wide black stripe on its back. It has got solid rough hooves customised to jumping and movement on the rocks.
THE BROWN BEAR

By Matej Sabela
• It is one of the largest living terrestrial members of Slovakia.

It eats honey from trees. It lives in the forest. It is not aggressive, but when you provoke it, it can attack you. It lives alone. It is heavy and big. It has got very good eyesight, good hearing and big teeths.
Squirrel

By Matej Jašurek
The squirrel lives most of its life in the trees, only occasionally comes to the ground. It lives in the forests, parks and gardens - close to humans. There are 2 types of squirrels. Darker coloured individuals live in colder areas, lighter in warmer ones. The back may be coloured reddish-brown, brownish-black, the abdomen is white.
Hlucháň hőrny/Woodcock

• By Diana Bančaková
About Woodcock

One of the endangered species is the Woodcock. It lives in Slovakia in the High Tatras, Veľká Fatra, Kremnické vrchy. It has got a yellow beak with gray and brown plumage, red circles behind his eyes. Woodcock lives alone in quiet places. Woodcock makes nests in the trees. It is also called the Knight of the Tatra Mountains.
Thanks for your attention!
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